Proliferation of mature ex vivo human dental pulp using tissue engineering scaffolds.
The purpose of this study was to measure and compare the proliferation of mature human dental pulp tissue using three types of tissue engineering scaffolds. Mature human teeth were collected immediately after extraction for routine dental treatment reasons. Three types of tissue engineering scaffolds were investigated (1) open-polylactic acid (polymer) scaffolds, (2) bovine collagen (collagen) scaffolds, and (3) calcium phosphate bioceramic (calcium phosphate) scaffolds. The scaffolds were placed in direct contact with the dental pulp of the tooth slices from 7 to 30 days. Neutral-red dye was added to the culture media to stain metabolically active cells. The specimens were processed for histology. The numbers of proliferating cells were counted per unit area of scaffold according to ISO criteria. The proliferating dental pulp cells had a fibroblast phenotype, no cells of other phenotypes were observed, and none of the cells appeared to be mineralizing. The average rate of mature vital dental cell proliferation was 1.305 cells per day in the calcium phosphate scaffolds compared with 7.195 (a rate increase of 551%) in the collagen scaffolds and 13.885 (a rate increase of 1,064%) in the polymer scaffolds. Tissue engineering scaffolds can enhance the proliferation of mature dental pulp tissue. The rate of dental pulp proliferation is dependent on the chemical composition of the scaffold. Within the limitations of this study, the polymer scaffolds were more optimal than collagen or calcium phosphate scaffolds for mature dental pulp proliferation.